Revealed: The Energetic (Chakra) Reason Teens Can Be So Difficult

Video Source: chakraboosters

Have you got teenagers in your life?

Or memories of your own years “pushing back” as a teen?

The Chakra Life Cycle I’m revealing this week (#3) explains WHY teens (including your “inner teen”) can be so difficult — and why it’s actually NECESSARY.

If you have (or are close to) teenagers, please watch the video above. It’ll change your relationship for the better!

And with Covid bringing up so many rules and authority all over the globe, this teen part is being activated in all of us.

So watch the video now and get the teen-related energy info that nobody knows.

And if you want to get some of my solar plexus chakra tattoos — or any other product from my store. Please use this promo code “FriendDiscount” to get 25% off (my already discounted Quick Start Package is excluded).

It’s my way of saying thank you for being in my Chakra Boosters family and for being so awesome!

Have an incredible week, Vicki!

xoxoxoxoxoxo,
For super easy (and beautiful!) chakra healing, try my Chakra Boosters Healing Tattoos. I created them because getting a real root chakra tattoo positively shifted my whole life and I want the same for you – without the permanent part! Want more prosperity? Discover your personal Chakra Abundance Type FREE here. To stay connected and inspired, Visit my Chakra Boosters Facebook and catch new videos EVERY TUESDAY on my Chakra Boosters Youtube channel.